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The Power of Action in Leadership
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A visionary leader, Steinar combines a  background 
in high-level military strategic work with over 30 
years of experience working alongside renowned 
mentors for executive leaders. Under stand  ing the 
deeply transformative power of the flow state, 

Assisting individuals and groups in realising their 
greater gifts, Mats focuses on what is here and now, 
applying his sharpened focus for how clients can 
open up to a richer field of knowledge and thrive.

Steinar Almelid  Senior Advisor

Mats Graf  Human growth expert

Nina Fjeldhaug  Senior Coach

Terje Nygaard  Business expert 

With a solid corporate background from Norwegian 
and international businesses within shipping, HR 
and IT, Nina shifted gears. Through more than ten 
years, she has researched the human  condition 
and sought out several powerful  approaches for 

A successful director and CEO for wellknown 
corporations and companies, Terje also has years 
of experience as HR director,  marketing  director 
and headhunter, in Norway and  internationally. 
Since his commercial career, he’s now a senior 

he has leveraged it to reach olympic level sport strengths. Now he 
utilizes it to assist people and process in better integrating flow and 
rich business competence, to aim for and achieve greater potentials.

personal growth, leadership innovations and ways to find flow in both 
business and private life. She coaches and facilitates leaders and 
teams to greater flow, genuine thrive and a powerful new direction. 

Over 30 years he has founded and run five wellness centers, in Oslo and 
 Stockholm,  offering a wide range of cutting-edge  approaches to human 
growth and  wellbeing.  

consultant and advisor for established  organizations, start-ups and 
individuals. He’s also a mentor helping struggling youth integrate.

With High-Level Associates in Australia and USA

Facilitators
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Let’s have a conversation to see how we connect, and how we may assist you in 
 co-creating uplifting & inspiring changes. Email us at hello@vistra.no

Testimonials

Last year, Steinar and I completed a World  Business 
Advanced  Executive  coaching program. As a result we 
 continued the relationship studying and  developing our 
skills  together on a weekly basis for a year. 
During this time I have personally  benefi ted from Steinar’s 
wisdom and skills as a coach. Through his  coaching he 
gently but fi rmly guides to a deeper level  appreciation and 
sustainable action.

  Linda Whitman
Globally experienced executive, 
certifi ed development coach

””

““We’ve had several sessions together, and they are 
all  professional and inspiring. Steinar sees my 
 issues, and help me pinpoint where effort is best 
utilized. 
He is a  highly capable coach holding space in a 
trustful,  gentle and meaningful way. 

  Børge OftedalBørge Oftedal
Elite trainer and mentor

””
““ I just had another coaching session with Steinar. 

The space he creates is welcoming, spontaneous 
and  structured at the same time. It feels so easy to 
trust and even take the  authentic-feeling kicks to 
 develop further as a leader. 
I have deep gratitude for this work, thank you!

  Simona SiclariSimona Siclari
Spiritual teacher & Entrepreneur
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Let’s begin a conversation >>

Strategic Leadership
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